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Friday, November 5 Sessions (Discussant in parens)

1:00 – 1:45 PM  Raffaele Conti, Università Bocconi, Do non-competition agreements lead firms to pursue path-breaking inventions? (Discussant: Matt Marx, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

1:55-2:40 PM  Neil Thompson, David Mowery, Arvids Ziedonis, University of California at Berkeley, University of Oregon, Patents, Materials Transfer Agreements (MTAs), and the Flow of Scientific Knowledge (Discussant: Wes Cohen, Duke University)

2:50-3:35 PM  Huyen Curtis, University of Notre Dame, Implications of Endogenous Cost Reduction and Firm Size on Oligopolistic Competition (Discussant: Maria Arbatskaya, Emory University)

3:45-4:30 PM  Hong Luo, New York University, When to sell your idea? Theory and Evidence from the Movie Industry (Discussant: Nico Lacetera, University of Toronto)

4:40-5:30  Henry Sauermann and Michael Roach, Georgia Institute of Technology, University of North Carolina, The Price of Silence: Scientists’ Trade-offs between Pay and the Ability to Publish (Discussant: Barton Hamilton, Washington University in St. Louis)

7:00 PM  Reception at the Thursby Residence
Saturday, November 6  |  Paper – Sessions

8:00 – 8:45 AM  |  Continental Breakfast

8:45 – 9:30 AM  |  Christopher Liu, Toby Stuart, University of Toronto, Harvard University, *Boundary spanning in a for-profit research lab: An exploration of the interface between commerce and academe*  
(Discussant: Jay Lee, Georgia Institute of Technology)

9:40 – 10:25 AM |  Andrew Nelson, University of Oregon, *Putting Universities in Context: Assessing Different Views of the Production and Diffusion of University-Generated Knowledge*  
(Discussant: Arvids Ziedonis, University of Oregon)

10:35 – 11:20 AM |  Bruno Cassiman, Reinhilde Veugelers, Sam Arts, K.U. Leuven, *Tracing the Effects of Researcher Mobility and Affiliation to an Intermediary Research Organization on Firms’ Innovations*  
(Discussant: Rosemarie Ziedonis, University of Oregon)

11:30 – 12:15 PM |  Annamaria Conti, Olgert Denas, Fabiana Visentin, Georgia Institute of Technology, Emory University, *Organization of PhD Teams and Research Productivity: Mickey and Goofy or Huey, Dewey and Louie?*  
(Discussant: Peter Thompson, Florida International University)

12:15 PM |  Lunch

((Discussant: April Franco, University of Toronto)

2:25 – 3:10PM  |  Alberto Galasso, Timothy Simcoe, University of Toronto, Boston University, *CEO Overconfidence and Innovation*  
(Discussant: Gary Dushnitsky, London Business School)

3:20 – 4:05 PM  |  Sharon Belenzon, Mark Schankerman, Duke University, London School of Economics, *Spreading the Word: Geography, Policy and University Knowledge Diffusion*  
(Discussant: Paula Stephan, Georgia State University)

4:15 – 5:00 PM  |  Ajay Agrawal, Christian Catalini, Avi Goldfarb, University of Toronto, *A Spatial Transformation in Entrepreneurial Finance? Evidence from Crowd-Funding in the Arts*  
(Discussant: Karim Lakhani, Harvard University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 - 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 – 9:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Thomas Astebro</strong>, José Mata, Luís Santos-Pinto, Haute Ecole Commerciale Paris, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, University of Lausanne, <em>Preference for Skew in Lotteries: Evidence from the Laboratory</em> (Discussant: Monica Capra, Emory University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55 – 10:40 AM</td>
<td><strong>Lin Jiang</strong>, University of Missouri, <em>Competition from academic researchers: How does it affect the openness of research disclosure in industries</em> (Discussant: Alberto Galasso, University of Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Adjourn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>